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We discuss the correlation of the spin-singlet two-neutron pair, the dineutron correlation, in the
ground and excited 0+ states of 8He by using a method to describe the dineutron correlation in
neutron-rich nuclei, the dineutron condensate wave function. The shell-model configuration and
the dineutron configuration compete with each other in the ground state of 8He. We compare the
ground state structure of 8He with that of 6He and suggest that the dineutron correlation is weaker
in the ground state of 8He than 6He. We also suggest the possibility of the dineutron condensation
in an excited 0+ state of 8He. In addition, we investigate the formation mechanism of the dineutron
condensation in 8He by using a newly developed framework, α and dineutron condensate wave
function, and conclude that the attraction from the core is essential for the formation of the dineutron
condensation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In unstable nuclei, a lot of exotic phenomena have been
discovered and they are eagerly being investigated both
theoretically and experimentally. The dineutron correla-
tion is one of the interesting topics of neutron-rich nuclei.
A dineutron is a spin-singlet pair of two neutrons. As is
known, the neutron-neutron interaction is attractive in
the spin-singlet channel, but two neutrons are not bound
in free space. Nevertheless, it is suggested that two neu-
trons form a spatially compact dineutron in some situ-
ations such as in the low-density region of the nuclear
matter [1, 2] or in the neutron-halo and -skin regions
of neutron-rich nuclei [3–7]. The spatial correlation be-
tween two neutrons in the infinite nuclear matter and in
the finite nuclei has been discussed in association with
the BCS-BEC crossover. Although a compact dineutron
can be formed especially in finite nuclei, a dineutron is
naturally so soft and fragile that its size or amount of
its component would change very readily depending on
the circumstances such as the nuclear density. However,
the properties of the dineutron correlation has not been
well-known yet, so our aim is to clarify the formation
mechanism and the universal properties of the dineu-
tron correlation. Once a compact dineutron is formed,
it might behave as a kind of boson or a kind of cluster in
finite nuclei. The understanding of the dineutron forma-
tion mechanism will also lead to the more sophisticated
understanding of the general cluster formation mecha-
nism. In order to investigate the dineutron correlation
in finite nuclei, we constructed the method of the dineu-
tron condensate (DC) wave function [8], which is useful
to investigate dineutron behavior in various nuclei. In
this work, we apply it to 8He and investigate the struc-
tures of 0+ states from the viewpoint of the dineutron
correlation. 8He has four valence neutrons so that not
only one dineutron but two dineutrons can be formed. It
is challenging to investigate the mechanism of the devel-
opment of one or two dineutrons and to make clear how
these dineutrons behave in the ground and excited states
in 8He.
The dineutron correlation is often discussed in rela-
tion with the α condensation, which has been suggested
in dilute nuclear matter [9]. The idea of the α conden-
sation was also applied to understand developed cluster
structures in excited states of stable nuclei. For example,
it was suggested that 12C(0+2 ) known as the representa-
tive α cluster state has an exotic gas-like structure where
three α clusters are in the S-orbit and weakly interacting
each other, and this state is interpreted as an α conden-
sation [10–13]. The idea of the α condensation is also
extended to the nuclei other than 12C of three αs, for ex-
ample 16O of four αs [10, 14] and 24Mg of two αs around
an 16O core [15, 16]. In analogy with the α conden-
sate states, the dineutron condensate states in 8He and
7H were also discussed in the theoretical works studying
the dineutron correlation in He and H isotopes [17–19].
Those studies suggested the possibility of the dineutron
condensate states in 8He or 7H, but still those are not
sufficient to make clear the formation mechanism of the
dineutron condensation. We would like to answer the
unsolved questions; what kind of condition enhances the
dineutron correlation and how is the dineutron motion
activated to form the dineutron condensation?
The aims of the present work are, first, to make clear
how the one- or two- dineutron components contribute
to the ground and excited states of 8He and how much
such dineutron components and the shell-model compo-
nents are mixed. Moreover, we compare the structure
of the ground state of 8He and that of 6He and discuss
the analogy and difference of the dineutron correlation
in them. Second, we investigate the possibility of a two-
dineutron condensate state in an excited 0+ state of 8He,
and then clarify the formation mechanism of the dineu-
tron condensation with an analysis of an ideal α+2n+2n
three-body condensate state.
The contents of this paper are the following. We inves-
tigate the dineutron correlation in 8He in Sec. II. There
we discuss about the contribution of the dineutron cor-
relation to the ground state, and compare it with that
in the ground state of 6He. In addition, we suggest the
excited dineutron condensate state of 8He. In Sec. III,
we give a discussion of the formation mechanism of the
dineutron condensation in 8He by analyzing the ideal
2α+ 2n+2n system. We examine the energy behavior of
two dineutrons around the α core and compare the result
with that around a triton core to show that the potential
from the core plays an important role for the dineutron
condensation. Finally, we summarize the present work in
Sec. IV.
II. DINEUTRON CORRELATION IN 8HE
In this section, we mainly investigate the dineutron
correlation in 8He. We discuss the dineutron component
in the ground state of 8He, and compare it with that in
the ground state of 6He. We also suggest the possibility
of the dineutron condensate state in an excited 0+ state
of 8He.
A. Framework
Here we describe the framework for the study of 6,8He.
We first explain the method applied to 8He, and then we
give the explanation of the one for 6He.
We suppose that not only the 0p-shell neutron con-
figurations but also the strongly correlated two-neutron
pairs, that is the cluster-like configurations of developed
dineutrons, would be important in light neutron-rich nu-
clei. In this work, we are interested in the behavior of
valence neutrons around an α core, especially in the for-
mation and breaking of the dineutrons. Therefore, we
quantify the size and the center of mass motion of the
dineutron as well as the degree of dissociation. In order
to consider the behavior of the valence neutrons fully, we
superpose two kinds of wave function to describe 8He,
the extended 6He+2n cluster wave functions and 8He
DC wave functions. The extended 6He+2n cluster wave
functions mainly describe the configurations containing
a dineutron around 6He and also shell-model configura-
tions of four neutrons around an α core. On the other
hand, 8He DC wave function can describe the ones con-
taining one- or two-dineutron developed spatially.
1. Extended 6He+2n cluster wave function
The present 6He+2n cluster wave function is an ex-
tended one where the dissociation of the 2n cluster is
taken into account. First, we explain the treatment of the
extended 2n cluster, denoted as the 2n∗ cluster hereafter.
In the cluster model, the 2n cluster wave function, Φ2n,
is composed of two neutrons described with the Gaussian
wave packet.
Φ2n(R, b) = A{φn(r1;R, b)χ↑(1)
× φn(r2;R, b)χ↓(2)}, (1)
φn(r;R, b) ∝ exp
[
− 1
2b2
(r −R)2
]
, (2)
where χ↑,↓(i) (i = 1, 2) is the spin-up or -down wave func-
tion of the ith neutron. This wave function contains two
Gaussian parameters, the center parameter, R, and the
size parameter, b. In the ordinary cluster wave functions,
the Gaussian center,R, is a real value, which corresponds
to the mean position of the single particle, 〈r〉. When it
is a complex value, the imaginary part corresponds to its
mean momentum, 〈p〉.
〈r〉 = Re[R], (3)
〈p〉 = ~
b2
Im[R]. (4)
In the extended 2n cluster wave function, Φ2n∗ , we use
the complex values for the Gaussian centers. In this work,
we define the complex Gaussian center parameters for
the spin-up and -down neutrons in the 2n∗ cluster as
R↑/↓ = Rλ± iλeλ. We fix the real part for two neutrons
to the same valueRλ to locate them at the same position.
We introduce an imaginary part proportional to the real
factor λ, which characterizes the degree of dissociation of
the 2n∗ cluster, in the eλ-direction. eλ is orthogonalized
to both the direction of Rˆλ (the unit vector of Rλ) and
that of the spin-quantized axis espin, as eλ ≡ espin ×
Rˆλ. Here we choose ez as espin, ex as Rˆλ and ey as eλ.
R↑,↓ has the imaginary part with the opposite sign for
each spin-up and -down neutron, so we give the opposite
momentum to each neutron in order to take into account
the dissociation of the 2n∗ cluster due to the spin-orbit
interaction, as is done for an α cluster in Refs. [20, 21].
Then the 2n∗ cluster wave function, Φ2n∗ , can be written
as
Φ2n∗(λ,Rλ, bλ) = A{φn(r1;R↑, bλ)χ↑(1)
× φn(r2;R↓, bλ)χ↓(2)}. (5)
In addition to two parameters in Eq. (1), that is the lo-
cation, Rλ, and the size, bλ, of the ordinary 2n cluster,
the 2n∗ cluster wave function contains an additional pa-
rameter λ which corresponds to the degree of breaking of
the 2n∗ cluster. These three parameters characterize the
behavior of the 2n∗ cluster in this extended cluster wave
function.
We superpose the ones with various parameter sets
{λ,Rλ, bλ}, to describe various configurations of two neu-
trons around the 6He core. The 6He core is assumed to
be the mixing of the harmonic oscillator (H.O.) 0p-shell
configurations. The 6He wave function located atR6He is
denoted as Φ6He(κ,R6He, bα), where κ assigns the (0p)
2-
configuration of two neutrons around the α, and the size
parameters of the single particle wave functions in the
6He core are fixed to the same value as bα = 1.46 fm.
Practically, we describe the 6He core with the shifted
Gaussians as is done in Refs. [22, 23].
The extended 6He+2n (6He+2n∗) cluster wave func-
tion is composed of the 6He and 2n∗ wave functions
mentioned above. In this framework, we locate the
mean position of the total center of mass at the origin,
(6R6He + 2Rλ)/8 = 0, and choose bλ = bα to extract
3the center of mass motion exactly. The 6He+2n∗ cluster
wave function can be written down as follows.
Φ6He+2n∗(κ;λ, dλ, bλ)
=
1√
8!
A{Φ6He(κ,R6He = −1
4
dλex, bα)
× Φ2n∗(λ,Rλ = 3
4
dλex, bλ = bα)}. (6)
In this work, we choose λ = 0.0 or 0.4, which corresponds
to how much the 2n∗ cluster is broken, and dλ = 1, 2, 3, 4
fm for each λ. In the case of λ = 0.0, two neutrons
form a spin-singlet cluster, that is a dineutron, around
the 6He core. On the other hand, when λ = 0.4, spin-up
and -down neutrons have the opposite momentum each
other and the 2n∗ cluster is dissociated due to the spin-
orbit potential from the core. In the dλ → 0 limit, linear
combination of these two λ values describes two neutrons
in the (0p)2-orbits including the (0p3/2)
2 configuration.
Therefore, by superposing these two kinds of λ value,
in one limit, the 6He+2n∗ cluster wave function does
describe the (0p3/2)
4 sub-shell closed configuration, and
in another limit, it does describe the 6He core with 0p-
shell configurations and two neutrons forming a dineu-
tron around the 0p-shell 6He core.
2. 8He DC wave function
In addition to the 6He+2n∗ cluster wave functions ex-
plained above, we superpose the 8He DC wave functions
to describe states containing largely developed one or two
dineutrons. In the DC wave function, the system is com-
posed of a core and one or a few dineutrons, which is an
α+ 2n∗ core and one dineutron in the present 8He case.
The explicit dineutron is distributed around the core in
the S-wave. (When we mention the orbit of the cluster,
we use the capital letter such as S.) The details of the
DC wave function are referred in Ref. [8]. The 8He DC
wave function used in this work is composed of the α and
2n∗ clusters and one explicit dineutron as
ΦDC(λ, dλ, bλ;Bn, bn)
=
1√
8!
∫
d3R exp
[
−R
2
B2n
]
×A{Φα(Rα = −1
3
dλex, bα)
× Φ2n∗(λ,Rλ = 2
3
dλex, bλ = bα) Φ2n(R, bn)}.
(7)
Φα is the α cluster wave function composed of a set of
(p ↑, p ↓, n ↑, n ↓) located at Rα and its size parameter
is bα = 1.46 fm. Φ2n,2n∗ is the ordinary and extended 2n
cluster wave function as Eq. (1) and (5). The ordinary 2n
cluster in the DC wave function is the explicit dineutron
in the S-wave around the core by performing the integral
of the Gaussian center, R. Its wave function, Φ2nDC , is
written after the R-integral in Eq. (7) as follows.
Φ2nDC(β, bn) =
∫
d3R exp
[
− R
2
B2n
]
Φ2n(R, bn)
= A{ψr(bn)ψG(β) χ↑(n1)χ↓(n2)}, (8)
ψr(r; bn) ∝ exp
[
− r
2
4b2n
]
r = rn1 − rn2, (9)
ψG(rG;β) ∝ exp
[
−r
2
G
β2
]
rG =
rn1 + rn2
2
, (10)
where we introduce the new parameter β defined as
β2 = B2n + b
2
n instead of Bn. ψr and ψG are the rela-
tive and center of mass wave functions of the dineutron,
respectively. rn1,2 are the coordinates of two neutrons in
the explicit dineutron. As seen in Eq. (9) and (10), in a
DC wave function, the relative motion between two neu-
trons in the dineutron is the s-wave, and the one between
the dineutron and the core is also the S-wave. The DC
wave function contains characteristic parameters bn and
β. bn is the Gaussian width in the dineutron relative wave
function (Eq. (9)) so that this parameter corresponds to
the relative distance between two neutrons in the dineu-
tron, that is the dineutron size. On the other hand, β is
the width in the dineutron center of mass wave function
(Eq. (10)), and it corresponds to the spatial expansion
of the dineutron center of mass motion from the core.
By superposing the DC wave functions with various val-
ues of bn and β, we sufficiently consider the change of
the dineutron size and the one of the dineutron spatial
expansion from the core.
We describe the system containing one- or two-
dineutron by using the DC wave function mentioned
above. A pair of two neutrons, Φ2nDC , is assumed to be
spin-singlet, that is a dineutron cluster, and described
with the relative and center of mass wave function de-
fined in Eq. (9) and (10). The behavior of these neutrons
is characterized by the parameters of β (the dineutron
expansion from the core) and bn (the dineutron size). In
this work, we superpose β = 2, 3, . . . , 8 fm and five bn
values for each β chosen as
bi = 1.5×
(
β − 0.2
1.5
)(i−1)/(5−1)
(i = 1, . . . , 5). (11)
Since we superpose many β and bn values, such a dineu-
tron changes the size largely and it can be distributed
far from the core. Another pair of two neutrons, Φ2n∗ ,
around the α core is described similarly to that in the
6He+2n∗ cluster wave function. The behavior of these
neutrons is characterized by the parameters of λ (the
degree of 2n∗ cluster dissociation), dλ (the distance be-
tween α and 2n∗) and bλ (the size of 2n
∗). As in the
6He+2n∗ cluster wave function, we choose λ = 0.0 or
0.4 to take into account the breaking effect of one dineu-
tron in the DC wave function. In the λ = 0.0 bases, we
choose dλ = 1, 2, . . . , 8 fm and bλ = bn, and then the
system contains two developed dineutrons with the same
4size. On the other hand, in the λ = 0.4 bases, we choose
dλ = 1, 2, 3, 4 fm and bλ = bα to describe the system con-
taining a dissociated 2n∗ cluster around the α core and
one developed dineutron in the S-wave. Therefore, by
superposing the DC wave functions mentioned above, we
can describe the (0p)2-configurations of 6He plus a dineu-
tron developed from the 6He core in the dλ → 0 limit,
and also the ones of two dineutrons expanded from the
α core including the two-dineutron condensation which
means that two dineutrons with the same size are equally
in the same S-wave around the α core.
3. Description of 8He(0+)
8He(0+) is described with the linear combination of
those wave functions.
Ψ8He(0+) =
∑
i
ci P0+00 Φ6He+2n∗(κ;λ, dλ, bλ = bα)
+
∑
j
cj P0+00 ΦDC(λ, dλ, bλ;β, bn), (12)
where i and j are the abbreviations of i = {κ;λ, dλ} and
j = {λ, dλ, bλ;β, bn}. PJpiMK is the projection operator to
the eigenstate having the total spin-parity of Jpi. In this
work, we discuss only the 0+ states in 8He. The coeffi-
cients, ci,j , are determined by the diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian shown in Sec. II B. As mentioned above, we
superpose many wave functions with various parameters,
and we show the list of the superposed parameters in Ta-
ble I. Here five values of bi (i = 1, . . . , 5) are chosen for
each β value using Eq. (11).
Here we repeat the superposed parameters and what
components of the valence neutrons are described in the
present framework. For the 2n∗ cluster around the 6He
cluster in the 6He+2n∗ cluster wave function and that
around the α cluster in the 8He DC wave function, we
choose λ = 0.0 or 0.4 for the degree of breaking of the
2n∗ cluster. λ = 0.0 corresponds to the situation that
two neutrons form a dineutron cluster, and λ = 0.4 to
the one that two neutrons have the opposite momentum
to be dissociated due to the spin-orbit force from the
core. Then, in the 6He+2n∗ cluster wave function, we
choose as dλ = 1, 2, 3, 4 fm and bλ = bα = 1.46 fm
for each λ, which means the 2n∗ cluster is distributed
around the 6He core with the same size parameter as the
core. By superposing such 6He+2n∗ cluster wave func-
tions, we can describe any (0p)4 neutron configuration
including the (0p3/2)
4 sub-shell closed configuration in
the small dλ limit, and also express one dineutron around
the 6He cluster. In the 8He DC wave function, we choose
dλ = 1, 2, . . . , 8 fm and bλ = bn for λ = 0.0. In this case,
two pairs of two neutrons form two spin-singlet dineutron
clusters, whose sizes change but are the same each other,
developed largely from the α core. In the λ = 0.4 case,
we choose dλ = 1, 2, 3, 4 fm and bλ = bα, and these wave
functions describe the system where a pair of two neu-
trons is a dissociated 2n∗ cluster around an α core and
another pair of two neutrons forms a dineutron expanded
far from α + 2n∗. Therefore, the model space in the
present framework contains various configurations from
(0p3/2)
4 sub-shell closure one to those with two largely
developed dineutrons. In the next section, we investigate
how these components contribute to 8He in detail.
4. Description of 6He(0+)
In the present work, we also investigate the dineutron
correlation in 6He and compare it with that in 8He. For
this aim, we describe the 6He wave function with a similar
framework to that for 8He. That is the superposition of
the extended α+2n (α+2n∗) cluster wave functions and
the 6He DC wave functions. In the α+ 2n∗ cluster wave
function, the 6He cluster in the 6He+2n∗ one is replaced
by an α cluster, and the rest is the same. Also in the 6He
DC wave function, the core is an α. Superposing these
wave functions, we describe the 0+ state of 6He.
Ψ6He(0+) =
∑
i
ci P0+00 Φα+2n∗(λ, dλ, bλ = bα)
+
∑
j
cj P0+00 ΦDC(β, bn), (13)
where i and j are the abbreviations of i = {λ, dλ} and
j = {β, bn}. In the first term of Eq. (13), we superpose
λ = 0.0, 0.4 as done in the description of 8He (Sec. II A 3),
and dλ = 1, 2, 3, 4 fm for each λ so that it can describe
the valence neutrons in (0p)2 orbits and the ones form-
ing a compact dineutron near the α, that is the same
configurations as that in 8He, if the 6He ((0p)2) core is
replaced with the α. The second term of Eq. (13) de-
scribes a dineutron which can be expanded largely from
the α core changing its size. Here we also choose the pa-
rameters β = 2, 3, . . . , 8 fm and five bn values for each β
as in the 8He DC wave functions.
5. Quantitation of dineutron component
In the present work, we are mainly interested in the
dineutron components in 8He. In order to see the one-
dineutron component, we calculate the overlap of the 8He
wave function (Eq. (12)) with the DC wave function of
the 6He core and one dineutron whose size (bn) and spa-
tial expansion (β) from the core change. The overlap of
8He is defined as
N 8HeDC (β, bn)
= |〈P0+00 ΦDC(λ = λ0, dλ = d0, bλ = bα;β, bn)|Ψ8He(0+)〉|2.
(14)
By calculating them with the various values of the pa-
rameters bn and β, we investigate what one-dineutron
component the 0+ states of 8He contain. In the over-
lapped DC wave function, the 6He(0+1 ) core is assumed
5TABLE I: The superposed parameters in the 6He+2n∗ wave functions and the 8He DC wave functions to describe 8He(0+).
The label “2n∗” corresponds to the parameters of the 2n∗ cluster in each kind of wave function, and “2nDC” to the ones of the
explicit dineutron cluster in the DC wave function.
2n∗ 2nDC
Φ6He+2n∗ λ = 0.0, 0.4 dλ = 1, 2, 3, 4 bλ = bα
ΦDC λ = 0.0 dλ = 1, 2, . . . , 8 bλ = bn β = 2, 3, . . . , 8 bn = bi (i = 1, . . . , 5)
λ = 0.4 dλ = 1, 2, 3, 4 bλ = bα β = 2, 3, . . . , 8 bn = bi (i = 1, . . . , 5)
to be composed of an α cluster and a 2n∗ cluster with one
configuration, which means that the parameters charac-
terizing the dissociation and distance from the α core of
the 2n∗ cluster, λ and dλ, are fixed to a certain value
λ0 and d0. These values are determined as the α + 2n
∗
cluster wave function having λ0 and d0 gives the largest
overlap with 6He(0+1 ) obtained by the present calcula-
tion. Then, the overlap of Eq. (14) corresponds to con-
sidering the one-dineutron behavior around a kind of ap-
proximated 6He core. We also calculate the overlap of
6He(0+) obtained in the present calculation with the DC
wave function of α and one dineutron.
N 6HeDC (β, bn) = |〈P0+00 ΦDC(β, bn)|Ψ6He(0+)〉|2. (15)
The overlap of 6He also contains two parameters of bn
and β, which characterized the dineutron size and the ex-
pansion of the dineutron center of mass distribution from
the α core. In Sec. III, we investigate the one-dineutron
component in 8He(0+1 ) and that in
6He(0+1 ) and consider
the analogy and difference of the one-dineutron behavior
in them.
In order to estimate the component of two-dineutron
condensation, we calculate the overlap with the two-
dineutron condensate (2DC) wave function, N2DC, de-
fined as follows.
N2DC(β, bn) = |〈Φ2DC(β, bn)|Ψ8He(0+)〉|2, (16)
where the 2DC wave function, Φ2DC(β, bn), describes
the two-dineutron condensate system, which means two
dineutrons occupying the same S-wave around an α with
the same size. We perform the approximation for the de-
scription of two dineutrons in the S-wave, and explain the
details of the 2DC wave function in Appendix A. Analyz-
ing the overlap with the 2DC wave function, N2DC(β, bn),
we investigate the component that two dineutrons occupy
the same S-wave in 8He(0+).
B. Hamiltonian
In the present work, we use the Hamiltonian,
H = T − TG + Vcent + VLS + VCoul, (17)
where T and TG are the total kinetic energy and that
of the center of mass motion. In the present framework,
since all of the Gaussian size parameters are not the same
in the DC wave function, the center of mass motion can-
not be removed exactly. Accordingly, we explicitly ex-
tract the expectation value of the center of mass kinetic
energy from the total Hamiltonian as an approximation
in Eq. (17). Vcent and VLS are the central and spin-orbit
force, and we use the Volkov No.2 force as Vcent [24] and
the spin-orbit part of the G3RS potential as VLS [25].
We fix the strength of the spin-orbit force to vLS = 2000
MeV in the present calculation as in Ref. [26]. VCoul is the
Coulomb force and we approximate it by the summation
of seven Gaussians. By using the effective two-body in-
teraction, it is difficult to perfectly reproduce the binding
energies of all the subsystems simultaneously. Therefore,
we use two kinds of parameter sets with different Majo-
rana (m), Bartlett (b) and Heisenberg (h) parameters in
the central force. One set has m = 0.55, b = h = 0.125
and the other has m = 0.59, b = h = 0.0, which are la-
beled as “m55” and “m59” in the following, respectively.
These sets are adjusted to reproduce the ground state
energy of 8He with respect to the threshold of α+ 4n as
shown later. In the case of the m55 set, the interaction
between two neutrons in the spin-singlet channel is ade-
quate to describe the unbound property of a two-neutron
system, but the attraction between an α and a valence
neutron is stronger than that in the case ofm = 0.60 that
reproduces the phase shift of the α-n scattering [27]. On
the other hand, in the m59 set with b = h = 0.0, the at-
traction between two neutrons in the spin-singlet channel
is too strong and two neutrons are bound contrary to ex-
periments, while the α-n interaction is reasonable. We
compare the results using these sets to see how the dineu-
tron correlation in 8He and in 6He depends on the α-n
or n-n interaction. We comment that, when we use the
parameter set of m = 0.60 and b = h = 0.125 which re-
produces well the α-n scattering phase shift and the n-n
unbound feature, we get the underbound 8He system the
same as the other works of 8He [17, 18].
C. Result
In this section, we discuss the structures of the ground
and excited 0+ states of 8He calculated with two sets of
the interaction parameters. First, we show their funda-
mental characteristics such as the energies and the radii,
and next we investigate the dineutron components in
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FIG. 1: Energy spectra of the 0+ states in experiments and
the present calculation measured from the threshold of α+4n.
The threshold of 6He+2n is shown with the dotted line in each
spectrum.
them. We also compare the structure of 8He(0+1 ) with
that of 6He(0+1 ) to discuss the difference of the dineutron
behavior between them.
1. Energy spectra and characteristics
We calculate the energy spectra of the 0+ states and
show them in Fig. 1 as well as the experimental one.
The absolute values of the ground state of 8He (labeled
as 0+1 in Fig. 1) are −31.40 MeV (EXP.), −31.13 MeV
(m55) and −30.98 MeV (m59), and those of the α + 4n
threshold are−28.30 MeV (EXP.) and −27.61 MeV (m55
and m59). In addition to the 0+1 state, we obtain the
0+2 state which is a resonance state above the α + 4n
and 6He+2n threshold energies, and strictly speaking, it
couples with the continuum states. In the analysis of the
dineutron component shown in Sec. II C 3 and that with
a pseudo potential method, we identify this states as the
resonance. The detail of the pseudo potential method is
explained in Appendix B.
We also calculate the energy of the ground state of 6He,
and plot its relative energy to the α + 2n threshold (it
is equivalent to the relative energy between the 6He+2n
threshold and the α+4n threshold) with the dotted lines
in Fig. 1. Their absolute values are −29.27 MeV (EXP.),
−27.95 MeV (m55) and −28.62 MeV (m59). As for the
energy of the ground state of 6He, the present calculation
reproduces well the experimental value in the m59 case,
but it is slightly underbound in the m55 case.
In order to see the degree of spatial expansion of these
states, we calculate the root-mean-square (rms) matter,
proton and neutron radii (rm, rp and rn) of
6He(0+1 ) and
8He(0+1,2) shown in Table. II. It should be noticed that, in
the calculation of the 8He(0+2 ) radii, we superpose only
the truncated set of basis wave functions of Eq. (12), as
dλ ≤ 6 fm for ΦDC with λ = 0.0 and β ≤ 6 for both ΦDC
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FIG. 2: The proton and neutron one-body densities of
6,8He(0+1 ). The solid and dashed lines correspond to the densi-
ties calculated with the m55 and m59 interaction sets, respec-
tively. The thick and thin ones are the neutron and proton
densities.
with λ = 0.0, 0.4. It is because the resonance state of
8He(0+2 ) is likely to couple to continuum states so that
the radii diverge if dλ and β are large as chosen in the
full bases shown in Table I. Therefore, we evaluate the
8He(0+2 ) radii with the truncated bases. Other properties
of 8He(0+2 ) such as the binding energy and the dineutron
component discussed below are calculated with the full
set of the bases in Table I. We have checked that the
results except for the radii do not change so much with
and without the truncation.
The calculated values of the 6,8He(0+1 ) radii agree with
the experimental values, i.e. the reproduction of the
much larger neutron radii than the proton one is very
good. We also calculate the proton and neutron one-
body densities, ρp,n(r), in
6,8He(0+1 ). As shown in Fig. 2,
the valence neutrons are distributed far from the α core
to form the neutron-halo structure in 6He(0+1 ) and the
neutron-skin structure in 8He(0+1 ). There exists a slight
difference between the result of the m55 set and that of
the m59 set in the neutron density in 8He. The neutron
expansion is larger in the m59 set, and it is partly be-
cause of the weaker α-n attraction, and partly because of
the more enhanced dineutron correlation as shown later,
7TABLE II: The structure properties of the 0+1 state of
6He the 0+1,2 states of
8He; the rms radii of the matter and proton
and neutron parts (rm, rp and rn), the expectation value of the neutron squared spin (〈S
2
n〉) and the neutron 0p3/2-component
(0p3/2), calculated with the m59 and m55 sets. The experimental values of rms radii of
6,8He(0+1 ) are listed. ((c) from
Refs. [28, 29] and (d) from Ref. [30].) For 6He(0+1 ), the theoretical values of other calculations with three-body models are also
shown. ((a) from Ref. [31] and (b) from Ref. [6].)
rm (fm) rp (fm) rn (fm) 〈S
2
n〉 0p3/2 (%)
6He(0+1 ) m55 2.30 1.91 2.47 0.12 67
m59 2.35 1.96 2.53 0.08 59
Refs. [6, 31] 2.33(a) 1.76(a) 2.57(a) 0.24(a), 0.26(b) 83(b)
EXP. 2.33−2.48(c) 1.912 ± 0.018(d) 2.59−2.61(c)
8He(0+1 ) m55 2.37 1.87 2.51 0.63 73
m59 2.49 1.93 2.65 0.41 55
EXP. 2.49−2.52(c) 1.76−2.15(c) 2.64−2.69(c)
8He(0+2 ) m55 4.85 2.26 5.44 0.14 4
m59 4.67 2.21 5.24 0.09 3
due to the strong n-n interaction. The characteristics
of the one-body densities in 6He(0+1 ) and
8He(0+1 ) are
qualitatively consistent with the other calculations, for
instance, that using an extended three-body model in
Ref. [31]. Quantitatively, however, the neutron-halo tail
of 6He(0+1 ) in the region of r & 5 fm is smaller in the
present result than that in Ref. [31]. It may be because
the component that only one neutron is expanded largely
from the core is not sufficiently taken into account in the
present model space.
8He(0+2 ) state has the much larger radii than
8He(0+1 )
as shown in Table II. Compared to 8He(0+1 ), the neutron
radius is remarkably large, though the proton radius also
increases slightly due to the recoil effect between the α
and the valence neutrons. Such a huge neutron radius
demonstrate the gas-like feature of two dineutrons ex-
panded largely around an α. As discussed in the previ-
ous works [32, 33], such an excited state with developed
clusters tends to have a significant monopole transition
strength to the ground state. We calculate the neutron
monopole transition strength of 8He(0+2 ) to
8He(0+1 ), and
get the values of the strength, 9.0 fm2 and 10.3 fm2 in
the m55 and m59 sets, respectively. They exhaust the
first-order energy weighted sum rule by 22% and 21 %,
indicating that the neutron monopole transition strength
between the 0+1 and 0
+
2 states is certainly large as ex-
pected and that a monopole transition would be a useful
probe to experimentally observe the 0+2 state containing
two dineutrons expanded largely.
In order to discuss how much the spin-singlet two-
neutron pairs break into the j-j coupling state with
the 0p3/2-shell configurations, we show the expecta-
tion value of the squared spin of the neutron part,
〈S2n〉, in Table II. We also show in Table II the com-
ponent of the ideal 0+ states of the H.O. 0p3/2-shell
configurations, (0p3/2)
2
Jpi=0+ in
6He(0+1 ) and (0p3/2)
4
in 8He(0+1,2), that is the overlap, |〈(0p3/2)2|Ψ6He(0+1 )〉|
2
and |〈(0p3/2)4|Ψ8He(0+1,2)〉|
2, respectively. In the present
framework, we assume an α core which gives no contribu-
tion to 〈S2n〉, so a non-zero 〈S2n〉 value indicates the break-
ing of spin-singlet pair(s) of valence neutrons around the
α core. In the (0p3/2)
2 limit of 6He, 〈S2n〉 = 2/3, and
in the (0p3/2)
4 limit of 8He, 〈S2n〉 = 4/3. In 6He(0+1 ),
the spin expectation value, 〈S2n〉, is very small compared
with the value of the (0p3/2)
2 limit. It means that the
component of a spin-singlet pair of two valence neutrons,
the so-called dineutron component, is dominant in the
ground state of 6He. A slight non-zero value of 〈S2n〉
means that the dissociation of the dineutron has a little
effect to 6He(0+1 ). A spin-singlet pair of two neutrons
in the 0p-shell around an α core has the overlap of 2/3
with the |(0p3/2)2〉 state, and our calculated values in
Table II are almost consistent with this value. It means
that 6He(0+1 ) contains, as the dominant one, the zero-
spin component of two valence neutrons in both cases of
the m55 and m59 sets.
8He(0+1 ) has the significant 〈S2n〉 value indicating the
breaking of the spin-singlet two-neutron pair(s). Such
breaking of the dineutrons originates in the stronger
binding in 8He than 6He. The stronger binding induces
the more dissociation of spin-singlet pairs at the nuclear
surface so as to gain the spin-orbit energy. As a result,
8He(0+1 ), especially in m55, has a larger spin expecta-
tion value compared with 6He(0+1 ), which means that the
shell-model configuration is more important in 8He(0+1 )
than in 6He(0+1 ). However, these 〈S2n〉 values are less than
half as much as that of the (0p3/2)
4 limit, so the dineu-
tron component is also significant as well as the shell-
model one. In other words, the j-j coupling feature and
the dineutron correlation compete in the ground state of
8He.
On the other hand, 8He(0+2 ) has much smaller 〈S2n〉
value than that of the 0+1 state and contains only a few
percent (0p3/2)
4 component. It is because two dineutrons
develop in the 0+2 state. As is shown later, the 0
+
2 state
8shows the feature of two dineutron condensation, which
is characterized by the structure of weakly interacting
spin-zero clusters with little correlation each other.
Such values as the spin expectation value or the shell-
model component discussed here depend on the strength
of the interaction somehow. However, there are no qual-
itative differences between the results of m59 and m55
shown above, and these results are consistent with the
ones in the previous works [6, 17, 31]. Then, it can be
said that 6,8He is well-described in the present frame-
work. In the following, we closely investigate the dineu-
tron components in 8He(0+1,2), which is the main issue
of this work. We investigate the one- and two-dineutron
contribution in 8He and compare the dineutron behavior
in 8He(0+1 ) and that in
6He(0+1 ). In addition, we discuss
the dineutron condensation in 8He(0+2 ).
2. Component of one-dineutron in the S-wave in 8He(0+1 )
and 6He(0+1 )
We consider the contribution of the dineutron correla-
tion to the ground states of 8He and 6He. As explained
in Sec. II A 5, we calculate the overlaps, N 6,8HeDC (Eq. (14)
and (15)), of the obtained ground state wave functions
with a DC wave function assuming that the system con-
sists of a core and one dineutron to see the component of
one-dineutron in the S-orbit. As explained in Sec. II A 5,
in the calculation of N 8HeDC , we approximate the 6He core
in the overlapped 8He DC wave function by a single
α+2n∗ cluster wave function, Φα+2n∗ , having a fixed pa-
rameters λ0 and d0 which are determined so as to give the
largest overlap with the 6He ground state wave function,
Ψ6He(0+1 )
. The values are (λ0, d0) = (0.3, 3.0) in the m59
set, and (0.4, 2.5) in the m55 set. The Φα+2n∗(λ0, d0)
wave function with these values gives the largest over-
lap of ∼ 90% with the present 6He(0+1 ) wave function in
each case, so it is a good approximation of 6He(0+1 ). We
calculate the overlap, N 8HeDC , with the DC wave function
of one dineutron around the approximated 6He core as
the function of the dineutron size, bn, and the spatial ex-
pansion, β, of the dineutron center of mass distribution
around the core, and we discuss what component of a
dineutron is contained in the 0+1 states. The overlaps of
6,8He(0+1 ) with the DC wave function are plotted on the
β-bn plane in Figs. 3.
First, we consider how the one-dineutron component
depends on the interaction parameter comparing the re-
sults of the m55 and m59 sets. In the 6He case (Figs. 3(a)
and (b)), the component of the compact dineutron at
the nuclear surface is dominant, as seen in the peak at
(β, bn) ∼ (1.8, 1.5). Along the bn ∼ 1.5 fm line, a long
tail of the significant amplitude is seen in the β & 4 fm
region, which indicates that the dineutron formed at the
very nuclear surface can be expanded outward from the
core keeping its size compact. Although the peak ampli-
tude is a little larger in m55 (the strong α-n interaction)
than in m59 (the strong n-n interaction), such a ten-
dency of the peak and tail structure along the bn ∼ 1.5
fm line is not different in both the results of 6He(0+1 ).
It indicates that the dineutron formed at the nuclear
surface contributes to the neutron-halo region because
of the extremely weak binding in 6He, independently of
the interaction between an α and a valence neutron or
the one between valence neutrons. Also in the ground
state of 8He (Figs. 3(c) and (d)), the peak amplitude at
(β, bn) ∼ (2.0, 1.6) indicates again the component of the
compact dineutron at the surface. Contrary to 6He, the
dineutron correlation in 8He is somewhat sensitive to the
interaction due to the competition between the j-j cou-
pling feature and the dineutron correlation. Comparing
the results of 8He(0+1 ) obtained with the m55 and m59
sets, Figs. 3(c) and (d), it is seen that the peak and tail
amplitudes are reduced in m55 where the α-n attraction
is strong. It means that, because the dineutrons are at-
tracted strongly to the core and dissociated in m55, the
dineutron component is reduced in the whole region. In
addition, since the interaction between two neutrons cou-
pled to spin-singlet is weaker in m55 than that in m59,
the dineutron correlation tends to be suppressed in m55.
Next, we discuss the difference of the one-dineutron
contribution between 8He(0+1 ) and
6He(0+1 ). As seen in
the results calculated with m55 (Figs. 3(a) and (c)), the
component of the compact dineutron at the very nuclear
surface ((β, bn) ∼ (2.0, 1.5)) is reduced in 8He compared
with that in 6He. It is because the dineutron and shell-
model components compete each other in 8He while the
dineutron component is dominant in 6He. The neutron
(0p3/2)
4 sub-shell closed configuration in 8He is more sta-
ble and favorable energetically, so the binding of the total
system is stronger in 8He than that in 6He. As a result,
the dineutron is pulled nearer the core and dissociated
due to the spin-orbit force at the nuclear surface in 8He.
On the other hand, the tail amplitude in the β & 4 fm re-
gion where the dineutron is distributed far from the core
is not so different between 8He and 6He. The spin-orbit
interaction works just at the nuclear surface and it does
not necessarily dissociate a spin-singlet pair of two neu-
trons at the region far from the core. Therefore, at the
outer region from the surface, two of the valence neutrons
form a compact dineutron to be expanded spatially far
from the core. We conclude that the one-dineutron com-
ponent far from the core can be important in the ground
states of both 6He and 8He, though it is somewhat re-
duced at the surface of 8He.
In 8He, we are also interested in the component of two
dineutrons in the same S-wave around the core, that is
the two-dineutron condensation. In order to see the com-
ponent of the two-dineutron condensation in 8He(0+), we
calculate the overlap, N2DC (Eq. (16)), with the 2DC
wave function explained in Sec. II A 5 and Appendix A.
We show in Figs. 4 the overlap, N2DC(β, bn), of 8He(0+1 )
as the function of the dineutron size, bn, and the spa-
tial expansion, β, of the dineutron center of mass dis-
tribution around the origin. In both the results of the
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The overlaps of the 6,8He(0+1 ) states with the DC wave function on the β-bn plane. The upper figures
are of 6He, and the lower ones are of 8He. The left ones are calculated with the m55 set, and the right ones are with the m59
set.
m55 and m59 sets, it is found that two dineutrons are
formed at the very nuclear surface, as shown by the peak
at (β, bn) ∼ (2.0, 1.6). This component of two dineu-
trons at the surface of the α core is observed also in the
overlap, N 8HeDC , of the one-dineutron component having
the maximum peak amplitude around the correspond-
ing (β, bn) as shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d). However, we
should emphasize that the tail amplitude of two inde-
pendent dineutrons in the β & 4 fm region is largely sup-
pressed, contrary to the long tail in the overlap, N 8HeDC ,
of the one-dineutron component in Figs. 3(c) and (d). It
means that the component of two dineutrons distributed
far from the core is minor in the ground state of 8He. The
suppression of the two-dineutron component in the large
β region is remarkable especially in the m55 case where
the α-n attraction is strong, while the amplitudes of the
peak and the tail part along the bn ∼ 1.5 line are larger
in the m59 case. It indicates that the dineutron compo-
nents are more enhanced in the m59 case than in the m55
case due to the strong n-n interaction and the weak α-n
interaction as discussed in the part of the one-dineutron
component.
As a conclusion, in the ground state of 8He, the j-
j coupling feature of the (0p3/2)
4 sub-shell closure and
the dineutron correlation compete with each other. At
the nuclear surface, the dineutron correlation still gives
significant contribution to form not only one but also two
dineutrons. The distribution of one of two dineutrons can
be expanded largely to cause the one-dineutron tail from
the core, but the spatial expansion of two dineutrons far
from the α core does not occur in the 8He ground state.
3. Dineutron condensation in 8He(0+2 )
In this section, we discuss the component of the
two-dineutron condensation in 8He(0+2 ) which is located
above the α + 4n threshold by a few MeV (Fig. 1).
We calculate the overlap with the 2DC wave function,
N2DC(β, bn), to see the component of two dineutrons in
the 0+2 state and plot the values on the β-bn plane in
Figs. 5. The 0+2 state in the m55 case (Fig. 5(a)) has
a significant amplitude of two dineutrons in the wide
region of 3 . β . 7 fm and 1.5 . bn . 3 fm, simi-
larly in the m59 case (Fig. 5(b)). The broad width in
the β direction corresponds to two dineutrons expanded
largely from the core and moving freely from the other
clusters. In addition, the broad one in the bn direction
means that the size of two neutrons can be fluctuated
from as compact size as an α (bn ∼ 1.5 fm) to largely
swelled one (bn ∼ 3 fm). Such broad peak may corre-
spond to the dineutron condensation, which is charac-
terized by a gas-like structure of loosely interacting clus-
ters from each other. The dineutron correlation becomes
somewhat weaker because the nuclear density is dilute in
such a state. In the ground state, valence neutrons are
distributed at the nuclear surface, and two neutrons can
correlate strongly to form a compact dineutron because
of the moderate surface density. On the other hand, in
the excited state such as the 0+2 state, valence neutrons
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The overlaps of the 8He(0+1 ) state with
the 2DC wave function on the β-bn plane. In the figures (a)
and (b), we show the ones of the 0+1 state calculated with the
m55 and m59 parameter set, respectively.
are spatially expanded so largely from the α core that
they feel a very low density. Thus the dineutron corre-
lation becomes weaker and, as a result, its size becomes
much larger than the typical dineutron size, bn ∼ 1.5 fm
in the 6,8He(0+1 ) states. Nevertheless, they form a sub-
system of a spin-singlet two-neutron pair considered as
a kind of cluster, that is a dineutron cluster whose size
is still smaller than the size of the total system. Such
a change of the dineutron correlation depending on the
density should be related to the BCS-BEC crossover phe-
nomenon of the dineutron correlation in nuclear matter
[2] and in finite nuclei [7]. Comparing the component
in the m59 (the strong α-n interaction) and m55 (the
strong n-n interaction) case, the amplitude is certainly
larger and the peak region is shifted to the slightly larger
β region in m59 than in m55. These differences come
from the fact that the dineutron correlation is enhanced
in the m59 case due to the stronger n-n interaction. In
addition, the ground state in the m59 set contains more
large two-dineutron component in the further region than
in the m55 (comparing the tail components of β & 4 fm
in Fig. 4(a) and (b)) so that the orthogonality to each
ground state also might have some effect to the dineu-
tron correlation in the excited state.
In the previous work on the dineutron correlation in
10Be system, we suggested the similar condensate state
of α + α+dineutron in an excited state at a few MeV
higher than the α + α + 2n threshold [23]. The dineu-
tron behavior in 8He(0+2 ) is similar to that in the α+α+
dineutron condensate state in 10Be. It is expected that
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The overlaps of the 8He(0+2 ) state with
the 2DC wave function on the β-bn plane. In the figures (a)
and (b), we show the one of the 0+2 state calculated with the
m55 and m59 parameter set, respectively.
not only the α condensate states which have been well-
discussed so far, but also the condensate states contain-
ing some α and dineutron clusters would exist above the
corresponding threshold.
III. FORMATION MECHANISM OF
DINEUTRON CONDENSATION
In this section, we discuss about the formation mech-
anism of the dineutron condensate state of 8He(0+2 ) sug-
gested in the previous section by considering an ideal sit-
uation of two dineutrons moving in the S-wave around
the α core. For this aim, we introduce a new framework,
the α and dineutron condensate wave function, which is
specialized to describe the dineutron condensation in fi-
nite nuclei. We discuss the behavior of two dineutrons
around an α core, and compare it with the case of a triton
core to show that the potential from the core is essential
for the dineutron condensation.
A. Framework
In order to describe the α condensation in 4N nuclei
such as 12C(0+2 ), the so-called Hoyle state, the α conden-
sate wave function called as the THSR wave function,
has been proposed by Tohsaki et al.. It has been shown
in Refs. [10–13] that the Hoyle state can be described
well by a single α condensate wave function. The α con-
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densate wave function has so simple a form with only a
few parameters that it is useful to clarify the mechanism
of the α condensation. Following the α condensate wave
function, we formulate a new framework for a condensate
state of dineutrons with α(s), which we call the α and
dineutron condensate wave function, in short the αDC
wave function hereafter. We apply it to discuss the mech-
anism of the dineutron condensation in the α+ 2n+ 2n
system. Here we explain the αDC wave function for the
α+2n+2n system used in this section. The α+2n+2n
αDC wave function describes a system containing one α
and two 2n clusters as
ΨαDC(Bα, bα, B2n, b2n)
=
1√
8!
A
{ ∫
d3R1 exp
[
− R
2
1
B2α
]
Φα(R1, bα)
×
3∏
c=2
(∫
d3Rc exp
[
− R
2
c
B22n
]
Φ2n(Rc, b2n)
)}
.
(18)
Φα and Φ2n are the ordinary α and 2n wave functions.
The spatial expansions, Bc, of the cluster distribution
from the origin and the cluster size, bc, are the same
for each kind of clusters (c = 1 for α and c = 2, 3 for
2n), that is an α has (Bα, bα) and both of dineutrons
have (B2n, b2n). In the present α + 2n + 2n αDC wave
function, we take the bα value as 1.4 fm which gives the
minimum energy of a free α. For the parameter Bα, we
choose as B2α = (β
2
αDC − b2α)/2 that satisfies the relation
2β2αDC = 2B
2
2n+2b
2
2n = 4B
2
α+2b
2
α. Then, the total center
of mass motion can be separated from the intrinsic wave
function. Eq. (18) is rewritten after the Rc- integral as
ΨαDC(B2n, b2n)
∝ A{exp
[
− 1
β2αDC
(4X21 + 2X
2
2 + 2X
2
3)
]
× ψα(bα)ψ2n(b2n)ψ2n(b2n)}
∝ A{exp
[
− 1
β2αDC
(4X˜
2
1 + 2X˜
2
2 + 2X˜
2
3)
]
× ψα(bα)ψ2n(b2n)ψ2n(b2n)}
× ψG(βαDC), (19)
ψG(βαDC) ∝ exp
[
− 1
β2αDC
8X2G
]
, (20)
where Xc is the center of mass coordinate of each cluster
and XG is the coordinate of the center of mass of the to-
tal system (XG =
∑
cXc (c = 1, 2, 3)). X˜c is defined as
X˜c ≡ Xc −XG. ψα,2n is the intrinsic wave function of
the α and the dineutron. Since we choose the value of bα
and Bα as mentioned above, the αDC wave function ac-
tually contains two parameters, b2n (the dineutron size)
and B2n (the dineutron expansion from the origin). As
seen in Eq. (19), three clusters, that is one α and two
dineutrons, are distributed around an origin in each S-
orbit, whose expansion from the origin is characterized
by Bc or βαDC, and the cluster size by bc.
The αDC wave function contains only two indepen-
dent parameters b2n and B2n, and it can describe a con-
densation of two dineutrons in the same S-wave easily
and clearly, as the α condensate wave function can. Al-
though the form of the αDC wave function (Eq.(18)) is
derived from the α condensate wave function, the αDC
wave function has two main differences from the α con-
densate wave function; i) the αDC wave function includes
not only α clusters but also dineutron clusters, and ii)
the size parameters, bc, can be different for each kind of
cluster, that is the dineutron size is different from the
α size. The difference ii) is a crucial point to describe
a system containing dineutron clusters, for a dineutron
is much softer than an α (as discussed in Sec. II C 3) so
that the assumption of the same size parameters for all
of the α and dineutrons seems to be unreasonable. As
in the DC wave function introduced in Sec. II, we de-
scribe the system including dineutrons with various size
and expansion by changing b2n and B2n to various val-
ues. When b2n is small, the system contains two compact
dineutrons and vice versa. In the case of large B2n, two
dineutrons occupy the S-orbit expanded largely, so the
system with small b2n and large B2n is of our interest,
the condensation of two compact dineutrons.
In Sec. II, we have suggested the existence of the dineu-
tron condensation in the excited 0+ state of 8He, and
then we are interested in the formation mechanism of
such a dineutron condensation. Since we omit the dineu-
tron dissociation and assume that the system is com-
posed of one α and two dineutrons in the S-orbits around
the origin in the present α + 2n + 2n αDC wave func-
tion, its model space is a limited part of the one of the
8He DC wave function. However, the α + 2n+ 2n αDC
wave function has the advantages that two dineutrons
can be treated equally and distributed in the same S-
wave and that the total center of mass motion can be
removed exactly in a certain condition, analytically with-
out any approximation. Therefore, the αDC wave func-
tion is expected to be useful to investigate the details of
the dineutron condensation, though it is not suitable to
study the ground state of 8He where the breaking effect
of the dineutrons becomes significant. With this frame-
work, we analyze the dineutron behavior in the system
of α+2n+2n, that is the ideal system of 8He under the
assumption of two spin-singlet pairs of two neutrons plus
an α. In order to consider the effect of the attraction from
the core to the dineutron condensation, we also extend
the αDC wave function to the triton(t)+2n+2n system,
and compare the energetic behavior of the dineutrons in
these systems. The formulation for the t + 2n+ 2n sys-
tem is the same as that for the α+ 2n+ 2n system, just
replacing an α by a t composed of (p ↑, n ↑, n ↓). The
t+2n+2n system does not contain an α but we call even
the one describing t+2n+2n as the αDC wave function
for convenience. In the calculation of t + 2n + 2n, the
size parameter of the t is fixed to 1.59 fm which gives the
minimum energy of a free t, and the rest is not different
from that in the α+ 2n+ 2n calculation.
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In this section, we calculate the expectation value of
the Hamiltonian, 〈ΨαDC(B2n, b2n)|H |ΨαDC(B2n, b2n)〉,
as the function of the dineutron size, b2n, and the ex-
pansion, B2n, of the dineutron distribution around the
origin. Then, we discuss the energy of the total system
of α+2n+2n or t+2n+2n depending on the dineutron
behavior. For the Hamiltonian, H , we use the same one
with the m55 parameter set as the one in Sec. II, except
for the spin-orbit term. Here we omit the spin-orbit force
in Eq. (17), because, in the α+2n+2n system, each clus-
ter is spin-singlet and the spin-orbit interaction does not
have an effect. Also in the t+2n+2n system, the cluster
having non-zero spin is only one t so that the effect of
the spin-orbit interaction should be negligibly small. The
aim of this section is to discuss the dineutron behavior in
the dineutron condensation, so we adopt the m55 set as
the parameter of the central force which reproduces the
unbound feature of a two-neutron pair. We have checked
that the following discussion does not change qualita-
tively even if we use the m59 set where two neutrons are
bound.
B. Energy of two-dineutron condensation
We discuss about the formation mechanism of the two-
dineutron condensation around the α core. We apply the
α+2n+2n αDC wave function, and consider how the to-
tal energy of the dineutron condensate state depends on
the size of dineutrons and the expansion of the dineutron
distribution from the origin. In addition, we compare the
energetic behavior in the α + 2n + 2n system with that
in the t+2n+2n system to show that the moderate po-
tential from the core is essential for the formation of the
dineutron condensation.
In order to discuss the dineutron behavior in the
two-dineutron condensation around an α, we show in
Fig. 6(a) the B2n and b2n dependence of the energy of
the α+2n+2n αDC wave function, which shows how the
energy of the total system depends on the dineutron size
and expansion. As seen in Fig. 6(a), there appears an
energy valley along the b2n ∼ 1.7 fm line in the region of
B2n . 5 fm, which corresponds to the states containing
two compact dineutrons near and a little outside the nu-
clear surface. In addition, there exists a broad repulsive
region around (B2n, b2n) ∼ (0.0, 3.0) which is the states
containing valence neutrons without the spatial correla-
tion. It means that the α+2n+2n system favors energet-
ically the situation that the dineutron center of mass is
expanded to some extent keeping its size compact. The
origin of these energy structures on the B2n-b2n plane is
in principle the same as that of one dineutron around
a core discussed in Ref. [8]: The Pauli repulsive effect
from the core contributes to the repulsive region which
prevents the dineutrons from spreading. This repulsive
region and the competition between the kinetic and po-
tential energy in each dineutron results in the modestly
compact dineutrons (b2n ∼ 1.7 fm).
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The energy surface on the B2n-b2n
plane calculated with the α + 2n+ 2n and t+ 2n + 2n αDC
wave function ((a) and (b)). Each of them are plotted by the
energy region from the energy at (B2n, b2n) = (10.0, 5.0) to
that +10 MeV.
To begin with, we explain the origin of the repulsive
region around (B2n, b2n) ∼ (0.0, 3.0). When B2n ∼ 0,
each neutron in a dineutron is distributed in the s-wave
around the origin, which corresponds to the configuration
of two neutrons distributed spherically, in other word two
spatially uncorrelated neutrons. Since the neutrons in
the α core already occupy the s-orbit, a strong Pauli ef-
fect works between these s-orbit neutrons and the energy
in the region of B2n ∼ 0 is increased so largely. There-
fore, the system containing an α core plus four valence
neutrons without the spatial correlation is unfavorable
energetically.
Subsequently, we explain the origin of the energy val-
ley along the b2n ∼ 1.7 fm line. In the small b2n region
where a compact dineutron is formed, the kinetic energy
of two neutrons in a dineutron is increased due to the
uncertainty principle, but at the same time, they gain
the attraction from each other. On the other hand, in
the larger b2n region, both of the kinetic and potential
energies are lowered. However, there is the repulsive area
in the small B2n region where the valence neutrons are
distributed near the α core so that the pairs of two neu-
trons cannot be swelled near the α core, that is near the
nuclear surface. Such competition of the kinetic and po-
tential energies and the repulsive effect explained above
result in the energy valley on the small b2n line in the rel-
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atively small B2n region. We conclude that, due to the
repulsive region around the B2n ∼ 0 region, uncorrelated
valence neutrons are strongly forbidden and that, due to
the energy valley along a small b2n line, two compact
dineutrons distributed at the nuclear surface region are
favored energetically. This valley is the key of the for-
mation of the dineutron condensation. Such a formation
mechanism of the dineutron condensation is expected to
be applicable to the other nuclei of some αs and dineu-
trons.
Next, we discuss the role of the core potential in the
dineutron condensation by comparing the energy behav-
ior in α+2n+2n with that in t+2n+2n. There is only one
crucial difference between these systems that the attrac-
tion from a t is much weaker than that from an α (seen
in the difference of the absolute energies in Fig. 6(a) and
(b)), because of the smaller proton number. We plot the
energy surfaces of t + 2n + 2n on the B2n-b2n plane in
Fig. 6(b). At a glance, it is quite different from that of
α+ 2n+2n; there is no clear valley along the line of the
certain small b2n value. As discussed in the α+ 2n+ 2n
part, the energy valley along a small b2n line is the origin
of the dineutron condensation. The fact that the valley
disappears in the t + 2n + 2n system means that com-
pact dineutrons are unlikely to be formed. It is because
the interaction between a triton and valence neutrons is
so weak that the neutrons are not attracted to a triton,
unlike in the α+ 2n+ 2n system containing an α which
draws valence neutrons closer. When the core attrac-
tion is too weak, two neutrons are expanded so largely
that they behave as if in the free space. It is the point
that the core attraction is strong enough to pull valence
neutrons, but if it is too strong, the dineutron is dissoci-
ated to gain the spin-orbit energy as discussed in Sec. II.
Therefore, for the formation of the dineutron condensa-
tion, the attraction should be moderate. As suggested in
the previous study of the dineutron correlation in the nu-
clear matter [2], the matter density is the essential factor
for the dineutron formation, and correspondingly in the
finite nuclei, the attraction between the core and the va-
lence neutrons is the essence for the dineutron formation.
The more close and realistic investigation is necessary to
come to a conclusion about the dineutron condensation in
realistic 7H, as suggested in Ref. [19], but we just remark
that the moderate attraction from the core is essential
for the dineutron formation. It is difficult to describe the
structure of 7H in detail since it is not a bound state,
and it is a very challenging issue in future to investigate
realistic 7H in order to make clear how the dineutrons
behave in such an extreme situation.
Let us consider the analogy with and the difference
from the energy behavior of the α condensation in a 3α
system. The dependences of the energy of the three-α
condensation on the α cluster size, b, and the expansion
of the α cluster distribution, R0, were investigated by
using the α condensate wave function in Ref. [10]. In the
energy surface of the three-α condensation on the R0-b
plane (Fig. 1 in Ref. [10]), there is an energy pocket at
the region of small b and small R0, which corresponds
to the compact ground state of 12C. In addition, there is
an energy valley along the constant b line and it is deep
and extends clearly up to the large R0 region, which is
essentially the origin of the three-α condensate state of
12C(0+2 ). Also in the case of the dineutron condensation
in the ideal α+2n+2n system, a local energy minimum
((B2n, b2n) ∼ (2.0, 1.6)) and an energy valley (b2n ∼ 1.7
fm) do exist on the B2n-b2n plane (Fig. 6(a)), but they
are shallower than those in the three-α case and the valley
disappears in the large B2n region where the attraction
from the α core becomes weak. These behaviors reflect
the fact that α clusters are rigid even in free space or
in the deeply bound system, while dineutron clusters are
fragile and their size can change largely depending on the
condition, that is the nuclear density and so on.
C. Relation between the realistic and ideal
dineutron condensate systems
Finally, we relate the above discussion of the ideal
α + 2n + 2n system to the realistic 8He(0+) states and
consider the feature of the dineutron condensation in
8He(0+2 ) suggested in Sec. II C 3. As mentioned before,
8He(0+1 ) contains the (0p3/2)
4 shell-model component
which is not included in the ideal α + 2n + 2n model
space, and also some α+2n+2n component of two com-
pact dineutrons at the very nuclear surface (Figs. 4). The
α + 2n + 2n component in 8He(0+1 ) corresponds to the
tip of the energy valley in Fig. 6(a). On the other hand,
8He(0+2 ) contains the more developed and more swelled
dineutron clusters. The component of the dineutron con-
densation in the realistic 8He(0+2 ) state corresponds to
the broad region of B2n & 3 fm and 1.5 . b2n . 2.5 fm
along the valley in Fig. 6(a). In such a region of rela-
tively large B2n (& 3 fm), the repulsive region is reduced
so that a dineutron can be swelled to some extent. Then,
we can reach the following understanding: Under the or-
thogonal condition to 8He(0+1 ) which partially contains
the compact α + 2n + 2n state, the dineutron conden-
sate state of 8He(0+2 ) is constructed owing to the energy
valley on the B2n-b2n plane, in other words because the
energy changes softly toward the large B2n region in the
α+ 2n+ 2n system containing compact dineutrons.
The origin of the dineutron condensate state of realistic
8He(0+2 ) mentioned above has some similarity with that
of the α condensate state of 12C(0+2 ). However, there ex-
ist remarkable differences between the dineutron conden-
sation in 8He and the α condensation in 12C, originating
in the difference of the rigidity of constituent clusters, α
or dineutron. At first, as for the ground states, 12C(0+1 )
is approximately described well within the model space
of the α condensate wave function as the compact state
of three α clusters near the origin [10], while 8He(0+1 )
contains not only the compact state of α + 2n+ 2n but
also the (0p3/2)
4 shell-model component out of the ideal
α + 2n+ 2n model space, because of the fragility of the
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dineutrons. Second, regarding the excited condensate
states, 12C(0+2 ), is described as the excited state orthog-
onal to the compact ground state in the model space of
the α condensate wave function. On the energy surface
on the R0-b plane, this state corresponds to the three-α
condensate wave function at the large R0 region on the
deep energy valley along the constant b line. On the other
hand, 8He(0+2 ), the candidate for the two-dineutron con-
densation, does not directly correspond to the α+2n+2n
αDC wave function on the energy valley along the con-
stant b2n line in Fig. 6(a), and this state mainly contains
the component of larger dineutron clusters (Figs. 5). It is
because, in the large B2n region, the repulsive area is re-
duced as shown in Fig. 6(a) so that the dineutrons can be
swelled. These differences originate in the softness and
fragility of the dineutrons, and as a result, it is in gen-
eral necessary to take into account the internal degrees
of freedom, such as the breaking and size-changing ef-
fects, of the dineutrons explicitly, unlike rigid and stable
α clusters.
IV. SUMMARY
In this work, we have investigated the dineutron cor-
relation in the ground and excited states of 8He with the
framework using an extended 6He+2n cluster wave func-
tion and the dineutron condensate wave function. The
former can describe the configurations of an α core and
four valence neutrons in the (0p)4-orbits and the ones of
6He in (0p)2 and one dineutron around the 6He core. The
latter can describe the configurations including one- and
two-dineutron developed spatially far from the 6He and
α core, respectively.
In the ground state of 8He, a part of dineutrons is
dissociated due to the spin-orbit force because of their
moderate binding, that is to say the shell-model configu-
ration and the one-dineutron configuration are mixed due
to the competition between the j-j coupling feature and
the dineutron correlation. On the other hand, the com-
ponent of two dineutrons distributed far from the α core
is minor in the ground state because of the fragility of
the dineutrons, and instead, it contributes to the 0+2 state
mentioned below. In addition, we compare the dineutron
component in the ground state of 8He with that in the
ground state of 6He. In the ground state of 6He which
is an extremely loosely bound system, the one-dineutron
configuration is dominant, while the shell-model config-
uration is minor because of the weak attraction between
an α and two valence neutrons. As a conclusion, we con-
sider that the strength of the binding from the core is a
key for the formation and breaking of a dineutron.
We have also suggested the excited 0+ state in 8He
which includes a dineutron condensation. This state is
characterized by a gas-like structure of largely developed
one α and two dineutron clusters. The dineutron size
is much larger than that at the nuclear surface in the
ground state. It is an interesting feature of the dineutron
correlation that the strength of the correlation changes
significantly depending on the distance from the core and
the number of dineutrons. This feature may be associ-
ated with the density dependence of the dineutron cor-
relation in nuclear matter. Such an expanded structure
results in the possibility that this condensate state would
be confirmed by measuring the monopole transition to
the ground state.
We have discussed the formation mechanism of the
dineutron condensation in 8He by a new kind of con-
densate wave function, the α and dineutron condensa-
tion, and investigated the energy behavior of two dineu-
trons in the α + 2n+ 2n system. We made it clear that
two compact dineutron can be formed around an α and
can be distributed far from the α somewhat, and such
a behavior is the origin of the two-dineutron condensa-
tion in 8He. We have done the same analysis for the
triton+2n+2n system and found that the energy behav-
ior of two dineutrons around a triton changes drastically
from that around an α, and two compact dineutrons are
formed no longer. Such a drastic difference in the dineu-
tron behavior around an α and around a triton suggests
that the attraction from a core plays an important role
for the formation mechanism of the dineutron condensa-
tion.
In future, we would like to investigate the more
neutron-rich nuclei such as 7H and 10He from the view-
point of the dineutron condensation, and make clear the
dineutron behavior in such an extreme situation. In ad-
dition, we are also interested in the condensation of some
αs and dineutrons in neutron-rich nuclei such as 14C (the
Hoyle state plus one dineutron) and heavier C isotopes.
The method of the present αDC wave function can be
easily extended to general systems having some αs and
some dineutrons. It is interesting problem whether con-
densate state containing two species of bosons, αs and
dineutrons, exist in excited states of neutron-rich nuclei.
Appendix A: Approximation of two-dineutron
condensate wave function
In this appendix, we explain the two-dineutron conden-
sate (2DC) wave function, Φ2DC(β, bn), in the calculation
of the overlap, N2DC(β, bn) of Eq. (16), which is used for
the analysis of the component of the two-dineutron con-
densation.
The two-dineutron condensation is the state with two
dineutrons in the S-wave around a core. If we neglect
the recoil effect of the core with respect to dineutrons,
the 2DC wave function of the α+2n+2n system can be
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written as
Φnorecoil2DC =
1√
8!
∫
d3R2n1 d
3R2n2 exp
[
−R
2
2n1
B22n1
− R
2
2n2
B22n2
]
×A{Φα(Rα = 0, bα)
× Φ2n(R2n1 , b2n)Φ2n(R2n2 , b2n)}
=
1√
8!
∫
d3R2n1 d
3R2n2 exp
[
−R
2
2n1
B22n1
− R
2
2n2
B22n2
]
×A
{
exp
[
− 4
2b2α
X
2
α −
2
2b22n
(X2n1 −R2n1)2
− 2
2b22n
(X2n2 −R2n2)2
]
× ψαψ2nψ2n
}
, (A1)
where Rc is the Gaussian center of the single particle
wave functions composing the cluster of c = (α, 2n1, 2n2).
(Here we label two dineutrons as 2n1 and 2n2.) Xc is the
center of mass coordinate of the cluster c, Xc =
∑
i∈c ri.
ψc is the internal wave function of the cluster c. In
the heavy mass limit of the core, the wave function
Φnorecoil2DC with B2n1 = B2n2 exactly describes the ideal
two-dineutron condensation where two identical dineu-
trons with the same size, b2n, occupy the same S-orbit
whose expansion is characterized by B2n1(= B2n2). For
the α-cluster core, we should consider the recoil effect.
However, it is difficult to treat the recoil effect and re-
move the center of mass motion exactly in the present
framework for 8He. Thus we prepare the approximated
2DC wave function, which hereafter we simply call the
2DC wave function, Φ2DC, and use it to evaluate the
two-dineutron component in the 8He wave function. The
2DC wave function is constructed by the superposition
of DC wave functions having α + 2n plus a dineutron
in the S-wave. For consistency with the DC wave func-
tions used in the 8He calculation, we adopt a choice of
Rα = −R2n2/2. This treatment means that the recoil
effect from only one-dineutron is taken into account. By
performing the integrals with respect to R2n1 and R2n2
analytically, Eq. (A1) is rewritten as
Φ2DC =
1√
8!
A
{
exp
[
− 1
β22n1
X22n1
− b
2
α
β22n2b
2
α + 1/2 B
2
2n2
b22n
X22n2
− 2b
2
2n2
β22n2b
2
α + 1/2 B
2
2n2
b22n
X2α
+
9/2 B22n2
β22n2b
2
α + 1/2 B
2
2n2
b22n
δX2
]
× ψαψ2nψ2n
}
, (A2)
where β2nk (k = 1, 2) is defined as β
2
2nk
= B22nk + b
2
2n.
δX is the α + 2n center of mass coordinate defined as
δX = (4Xα + 2X2n2)/6. In order to describe the
two-dineutron condensation, we take B2n2 as 1/B
2
2n2 =
1/B22n1× (1+ b22n/2b2α). Finally, if we neglect the term of
δX2 in Eq. (A2), the 2DC wave function can be written
as follows.
Φ2DC ≃ 1√
8!
A
{
exp
[
− 1
β22n1
(
X22n1 +X
2
2n2 +
2b22n
b2α
X2α
)]
× ψαψ2nψ2n
}
, (A3)
where β = β2n1 . The right-hand equation indicates that
two same-size dineutrons are distributed around the ori-
gin in the S-orbit whose expansion is characterized by
β, so a dineutron condensate state can be described ap-
proximately. We comment that, when the size of the α
and the dineutrons is the same, the ratio of the factor in
front of X2α and that of X2n1,2n2 is 4:2 so that the total
center of mass motion can be extracted.
Practically, while the R2n1 -integral is performed ana-
lytically, the R2n2-integral is done numerically. We re-
place the R2n2 -integral with the angular integral and the
summation of the discretized coordinates at regular in-
tervals, ∆R, that is d3R2n2 → dΩR ×
∑
iR
2
i∆R. In
the present calculation, we choose from R1 = 2/3 fm to
R30 = 20 fm with ∆R = 2/3 fm.
In the investigation in Sec. II, we use the approxima-
tion and the numerical integral mentioned above to calcu-
late the overlap with the 2DC wave function, Φ2DC(β, bn)
in Eq. (A3), shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Appendix B: Identification of 8He(0+2 ); pseudo
potential method
In the present results of 8He, 8He(0+2 ) is the reso-
nance state embedded in the continuum states such as
α + 4n. Because of the largely expanded structure, it
is likely to strongly couple to the continuum states. In
order to identify such a resonance state simply, we use
the pseudo potential method introduced in Refs. [22, 23].
This method is based on the concept that physical res-
onance states gain the energy to be bound states if the
sufficient attraction is imposed and, as a result, they can
be extracted from neighboring continuum states. In this
method, we add the artificial attraction by hand to the
original Hamiltonian, H (Eq. (17)), as
H˜(δ) = H + δ × V˜ , (B1)
V˜ =
∑
i<j
v0 exp
[
−r
2
ij
a20
]
, (B2)
where V˜ is the Gaussian-type short-ragne pseudo poten-
tial. Its parameters are fixed as v0 = −100 MeV and
a0 = 1.0 fm. The parameter δ controls the strength of
the pseudo potential. By diagonalizing the Hamiltonian
matrix for H˜(δ) with respect to the bases of Eq. (12), we
obtain energy levels of the 0+ states as a function of the
strength δ of the pseudo potential.
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FIG. 7: (a)The change of the energies of the 0+ states of 8He
when the strength of the pseudo potential, δ, changes, calcu-
lated with the m55 set. The 8He(0+2 ) state is marked with
the dot at δ = 0. The arrow indicates the state used as the
overlapped state in (b).
(b)The overlaps of the 0+ states of 8He with the state indi-
cated by the arrow in (a). The horizontal axis is the energy
difference of each state and an α calculated with the original
Hamiltonian. The dot indicates 8He(0+2 ).
As an example, we show the results in the m55 case.
We subtract the energy of an α calculated with this
Hamiltonian (Eq. (B1)) from the energies of the obtained
0+ν states for each δ value.
∆Eν(δ) ≡ 〈Ψ8He(0+ν )(δ)|H˜(δ)|Ψ8He(0+ν )(δ)〉−〈Φα|H˜(δ)|Φα〉,
(B3)
which are plotted in Fig. 7(a). At δ = 0, there exists
a bound state at ∆E ∼ −3.5 MeV which corresponds
to the ground state. Increasing the strength δ of the
pseudo potential, the energies of the α + 4n continuum
states draw plateau lines, while the resonance state comes
down below the α + 4n threshold. There are also many
continuum states in other channels than α + 4n such as
6He+2n and α+ 2n+ 2n. These continuum states come
down to lower than the α + 4n threshold with the in-
crease of δ. Nevertheless, when the pseudo potential is
sufficiently strong, the resonance state that is confined
to finite space gains more energy and its energy position
is lowered than those continuum states. At δ = 0.2, we
can identify 8He(0+2 ) at ∆Eν(δ = 0.2) ≈ −3.0 MeV as
a pseudo-bound state decoupled from continuum states
(the first line from the bottom at δ = 0.2 indicated with
an arrow in Fig. 7(a)). In order to see how much com-
ponent of the resonance state the states calculated with
the original Hamiltonian (Eq. (17)) contain, we calculate
their overlaps with the pseudo-bound state obtained with
δ = 0.2. The calculated overlaps are plotted in Fig. 7(b).
The amplitude of the pseudo-bound state is fragmented
to some states because of the coupling with continuum
states. The 0+ state at E −Eα = 4.3 MeV marked with
a dot in Fig. 7(a) and (b) has the most significant am-
plitude, indicating that it contains the main component
of the resonance state. Combining this result and the
one of the significant two-dineutron component shown in
Sec. II C 3, we identify the 0+ state (E−Eα = 4.3 MeV)
as 8He(0+2 ) of our interest. Also in the m59 case, we
perform the same analysis to identify 8He(0+2 ).
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